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b decay of 67Co
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The b-decay properties of67Co produced in proton-induced fission of238U were measured by the detection
of b-delayedg rays emitted from an isotopically pure mass-separated source obtained by laser ionization. The
measured half-life of 0.425~20! s is more accurate than previous values. Newg transitions were observed, and
corresponding branching ratios and logft values were deduced. The67Co decay scheme is discussed in terms
of the single-particle shell model.@S0556-2813~99!04904-3#

PACS number~s!: 23.40.Hc, 21.10.Pc, 25.85.Ge, 27.50.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently several studies of the semimagic nucleus28
68Ni40

and of nuclei in its neighborhood have been perform
@1–3#. Because of theZ528 proton shell and theN540
neutron subshell closures, these nuclei form a good tes
ground for shell-model calculations in this region@4#. As far
as astrophysics is concerned, the measurements of half-
of neutron-rich nuclei in the Fe group are relevant for exp
sive r-process nucleosynthesis scenarios@5,6#.

For decades nuclei far from stability have been studied
on-line mass separators~see Ref.@7# and references therein!.
The main difficulty of these experiments is high isoba
contaminations, which sometimes have production yields
ders of magnitude higher than the yield of the nuclei of
terest. A further complication comes from the fact that Co
a difficult element for conventional ion sources as its extr
tion time in the ion source can be considerably longer th
the nuclear half-lives of short-living isotopes, leading to d
cay losses. To overcome this problem a laser ion sou
selectively ionizing the reaction products of interest stopp
in a gas cell, was developed at the Leuven Isotope Sepa
On-Line mass separator~LISOL! @8,9#. As a result of the
short evacuation time of the gas and the high selectivity
the resonant photoionization process, very pure radioac
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sources of short-living Co nuclei can be produced and st
ied. We report in this work on a decay study of67Co feeding
levels in 67Ni.

Very little information exists on67Co and its daughter
nucleus67Ni. The 67Co half-life value was reported by thre
different groups@10–12# as T1/25420(70) ms, 310~20! ms,
and 440~70! ms, respectively. All of these measurements
distinctly longer than the results based on a quantum rand
phase approximation~QRPA! calculation using both nuclea
mass and ground state deformation from the finite-ra
droplet model ~FRDM! theoretical model @13#, T1/2

th

5104.7 ms.
An interpretation in a extreme single-particle shell-mod

framework involves the following possible single-partic
states: the ground state of27

67Co40 is expected to be a
(p f 7/2)

21 hole in theZ528 closed shell; possible single
particle states for28

67Ni39 are a (n f 5/2)
21, (np1/2)

21, and
(np3/2)

21 hole in the N540 closed subshell or one
ng9/2-particle–two-hole excitation through theN540 sub-
shell. The first excited stateJp5(5/22), E5694 keV of67Ni
was observed in@10#. The spectroscopy of67Ni was studied
using the70Zn~14C,17O!67Ni transfer reaction@14#. Unfortu-
nately, this measurement had large uncertainties in the
duced excitation energy values and the spin assignm
were also rather tentative. For example, the spin and pa
of the first excited state was assigned as 9/22 instead of
5/22. This makes the spin assignment of higher-lying lev
in @14# also doubtful. In a more recent in-beam experime
@15#, a second excited state at 1007 keV was detected b
g-g coincidence relation between the 694.1- and 313.1-k
2004 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. b-gatedg spectrum measured at mass valueM567 when the lasers were tuned on Co resonance. The high-energy 215
transition is indicated in the inset.
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transitions. The 1007-keV isomeric level†T1/2>13.3(2)ms
@2#‡ was interpreted as ang9/2 configurationI p5(9/21), de-
caying to the (1/22) ground state via the (5/22) excited state
at 694.1 keV. The 1/22 ground state and 5/22 excited state
were interpreted as the (np1/2)

21 and (n f 5/2)
21 shell-model

single-particle states@15#. The long lifetime of the 1007 iso
meric state prevented the observation of transitions feed
this state. The 1007-keV excited state is in agreement w
the 1020~20!-keV level measured from the70Zn~a,7Be!67Ni
transfer reaction study@16# and maybe also corresponds
the 1.14~10!-MeV level observed in the70Zn~14C,17O!67Ni
transfer reaction@14#.

In a recent experiment at the LISOL facility, new info
mation regarding the67Co b decay to levels in67Ni was
obtained.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The Co isotopes were produced in a 30-MeV proto
induced fission reaction of a238U target. The proton beam
was produced at the Louvain-la-Neuve cyclotron facili
The fission products were thermalized in a gas cell fil
with argon buffer gas~500 mbar!. The Co atoms were selec
tively ionized using two-step resonant photoionization@8# by
lasers with wavelengths of 232.903 and 481.90 nm, resp
tively. The Co ions were extracted using a sextupole
guide @9# and after subsequent mass separation implan
into a tape. To avoid a buildup of long-lived daughter act
ity, the tape was periodically moved with a time cycle op
mized for the67Co lifetime. The time cycle consisted of 1.
s of implantation followed by a 2-s decay period. During t
latter period, the proton and separator beams were bloc
The implantation time consisted of a few microcycles, wh
consisted of a proton beam on and off period, with a typi
time of 50–200 ms@8#.

Details on the detector setup can be found elsewhere@17#,
and here we give only a short description. Two Ge detec
with relative efficiencies of 70% and 75% were installed o
posite to each other close to the implantation point and w
used forg-ray detection. Thin plastic scintillators were us
for b-particle detection. The total efficiency forb detection,
g
th

-

.
d

c-
n
d

-

d.

l

rs
-
re

measured by comparing intensities ofg lines in single andb
gatedg spectra, was found to be 55%. The efficiencies of
Ge detectors andb detectors were calculated byGEANT

simulations and checked with on-line sources@17#. Energy
calibration was performed using off-line sources. The d
acquisition was triggered byg-g or b-g coincidence events
A b-gatedg spectrum measured at massM567 with lasers
tuned to the cobalt resonance is shown in Fig. 1. The sp
trum exhibits a prominent 694-keV transition. The time
digital converter~TDC! spectrum ofb-g coincidences gated
by the 694-keV transition is shown in Fig. 2. From these d
a half-life for 67Co of 0.425~20! s is obtained, which is in
agreement with two of the three previous measureme
@10–12#.

Theg spectrum of one Ge detector gated by the 694-k
transition in the opposite Ge detector is shown in Fig. 3. T
spectrum exhibits a weak 313.1-keV transition, which giv
evidence ofb feeding of the level at 1007 keV. Because
the isomeric nature of this level@T1/2>13.3(2)ms# and the
1-ms b-g correlation time window, the 313.1-keV transitio
could not be observed inb-g coincidences.

A high-energy 2155-keV transition was observed in t
b-gatedg spectra~inset of Fig. 1!. The high selectivity of the
laser ion source, the massM567 condition, and the time
behavior of theg-ray intensity provide evidence that th
2155-keVg ray belongs to theb decay of67Co. The number
of b-triggered counts in the 2155-keV peak does not cha
if a condition of nonobservation ofg-g coincidences be-
tween two Ge detectors is applied. This means that the 21
keV transition most probably decays directly to the grou
state of the67Ni.

III. DISCUSSION

The tentative scheme of the67Co decay is presented i
Fig. 4 together with calculated branching ratios and logft
values for each level. TheQ value is taken from@18#. This
scheme can be compared with QRPA theoretical calculat
of Gamow-Teller decay properties of Co isotopes, using t
versions of the model described in@19#. The first model im-
plies single-particle Nilsson wave functions and BCS pair
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@20#; the second one is based on folded Yukawa wave fu
tions and Lipkin-Nogami pairing@13#. The results of calcu-
lated single-particle energies and neutron-occupation n
bers vn

2 are summarized in Table I. Using the calculat
single-particle energies and occupation numbers, the m
features of Gamow-Teller~GT! decay can be obtained~Table
II !. As is seen from the tables, the calculations provide o
a qualitative agreement to the measuredb-decay properties
with a dominatingn f 5/2→p f 7/2 GT transition. The measure
log ft values exhibit a considerable retardation of the de
compare to the calculations.

The high logft value~'6.3! for b decay to the 1007-keV
level suggests al-forbidden transition and could give furthe
support for the suggestedng9/2 @one-particle–one-hole~1p-
2h!# character of this state@2#. The observation of this
l-forbidden decay indicates an admixture of thep f 7/2

21 ground
and the excitedp f 7/2

21ng9/2
2 p1/2

22 configurations in67Co. This
is supported by the calculatedg9/2 neutron occupancy, a
presented in Table I. The decay of theng9/2→p f 7/2 type
would then lead to theng9/2

1 p1/2
22 configuration. Theg9/2

single-particle states are known in the lighter Ni nuclid

FIG. 2. TDC spectrum ofb-g coincedences gated by the 69
keV transition. The fit includes a 1.2-s implantation period w
three beam-on–beam-off microcycles of 200 ms and a 2-s de
period.

FIG. 3. g spectrum gated by the 694-keV transition in the o
posite Ge detector. The 313.1 keV from the second excited sta
67Ni is observed.
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but no such transition has been observed in theb decays of
Co isotopes. Note that for such type ofb decay, which was
classified as ‘‘even-jumping’’@21#, the ft is proportional to a
(vpvn)22 value@21#. Hence the present measurement can
used for the estimation ofb-decay rates of hitherto unob
served more neutron-rich Co nuclides using the calcula
neutron occupation numbers~Table I!.

As the level at 2155 keV in67Ni appears to be populate
in allowedb decay and also depopulates to the 1/22 ground
state, it can only be a 5/22 level.

There are two possible configurations for the 2155-k
5/22 level, one in which thep1/2 neutron hole of the ground
state of67Ni is coupled to the 21 level at 2033 keV in the
68Ni core and a second where the the second excitedf 5/2 hole
state at 694 keV is coupled to the 01 level at 1770 keV in the
68Ni core @1#. Strong b decay to the former core-couple

ay

-
of

FIG. 4. Tentative level scheme for67Co decay.

TABLE I. Quasiparticle energiesEQP and occupation number
(v2) of neutron~n! levels for the decays of65,67,69Co for two dif-
ferent models@18#: ~A! Nilsson wave function and BCS pairin
and ~B! folded Yukawa wave functions, Lipkin-Nogami pairing.

n levels

EQP @keV# v2

65Co 67Co 69Co 65Co 67Co 69Co

~A!

np1/2 g.s. g.s. 745 0.517 0.787 0.917
n f 5/2 240 565 1450 0.763 0.900 0.955
ng9/2 1410 475 g.s. 0.065 0.110 0.241
np3/2 1435 1975 2955 0.937 0.967 0.981

~B!

np1/2 g.s. g.s. 360 0.514 0.721 0.845
n f 5/2 240 585 1180 0.754 0.879 0.931
ng9/2 1135 410 g.s. 0.000 0.148 0.271
np3/2 975 1410 1980 0.898 0.942 0.960
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TABLE II. Main features of 67Co decay obtained with QRPA calculations with two different wa
functions and pairing parameter sets@18#: ~1! Nilsson wave functions and BCS pairing and~2! folded
Yukawa ~FY! wave functions and Lipkin-Nogami pairing.

Nilsson/BCS FY/Lipkin-Nogami Experiment Comments

T1/2575 ms T1/2584 ms T1/250.425(20) Calculated half-life is shorter by factor 5

E* 5565 keV E* 5585 keV E* 5694 keV GT decay dominated by a single spin-flip transiti
I b599.2% I b599.6% I b591.5% (n f 5/2→p f 7/2)
log ft53.77 logft53.81 logft54.7

np1/2→pp3/2

E* 55.49 MeV E* 55.59 MeV
I b50.6% I b50.25% All other decays take less than 1%
log ft54.2 logft54.4
n f 7/2→p f 7/2

E* 55.88 MeV E* 55.54 MeV
I b50.2% I b50.2%
log ft54.3 logft54.8
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state would require mixing of the ground state with thef 5/2
single-hole state at 694 keV. Because of the large separa
in energy between these two states, such significant mix
would be unexpected. In contrast, the excited 01 state at
1770 keV is expected to be dominated by a shift of a pai
neutrons from thep1/2 orbital across the subshell gap into th
g9/2 orbitals. Hence the dominant configuration of a 5/2

level in 67Ni coupled to this 01 level would also include
significant occupancy for theg9/2 neutron orbitals. As the
allowed b decay in which this state is populated does n
involve change in the occupancy of theg9/2 neutron orbitals,
the probability of observing thisb transition would be di-
rectly related to the occupancy of theg9/2 orbitals in the67Co
ground state. As we show in Table I, the calculatedg9/2
occupancy for the ground state of67Co ranges from 11% up
to 15%. Hence the observation ofb population with af t21

of the order of 15% of that of the 5/22 ~694 keV! level
population rate supports the interpretation of the configu
tion of the 2155-keV level in67Ni as having a strong com
ponent in which thef 5/2 single-neutron hole level in67Ni is
coupled to the 01 pair excitation state at 1770 keV in68Ni.
Unfortunately, no theoretical predictions exist for the exci
tion energy of theng9/2

2 p1/2
22f 5/2

21 configuration.
Let us now compare the level scheme obtained from

b-decay work with spectra from pickup reaction stud
@14,16#. In the 70Zn~4He,7Be!67Ni study @16#, peaks were ob-
served that indicated excited states at 720, 1020, and 1
keV, with the first two easily identified with the levels esta
lished at 694 and 1003 keV. In the70Zn~14C,17O!67Ni study
@14#, peaks indicated levels at 770, 1140, 1970, 2390,
3680 keV. We note that the energy assigned to the first p
is 10% higher than that now established. If the other val
reported in that work are also high by 10%, then the le
suggested at 1140 keV can be identified with the 9/21 level
at 1003 keV, the 1970 level identified with the level prev
ously observed at 1710 keV@16#, the 2390-keV peak would
indicated a level near 2150 keV, and the peak at 3680
could indicate a peak at 3300 keV. In that case, the le
identified at 1710 keV could be the missing single-neut
p3/2 hole level or thep1/2 ground state coupled to the seco
on
g

f
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r

10

d
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s
l

V
el
n

01 level in 68Ni that lies at 1770 keV. In both cases this lev
will not be populated in theb decay of67Co. The level at
2150 keV could be the level we identify at 2155 keV. Th
level at 3300 keV could be the deepf 7/2 neutron hole state
below theN528 closed shell.

Finally, let us mention that we confirmed in this measu
ment the longer half-life of67Co in comparison to the avail
able theoretical QRPA predictions~@12# and the presen
work!. It is interesting to note, however, that similar calc
lations provide a good agreement for the case of the neut
rich Ni isotopes@3#. On the other hand, the older prediction
of microscopic and gross theory quoted in@22# give much
longer half-lives of 1.9 and 3.7 s, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

We observed two new branches of the67Co b decay to
1007- and 2155-keV excited states of67Ni. The existence of
these decay modes seems to indicate a significant admix
of p f 7/2ng9/2

2 p1/2
22 configuration to thep f 7/2 ground state of

67Co. This conclusion is in agreement with the calculat
occupancy ofng9/2 orbitals for the ground state of67Co.

The measured half-life time disagrees with all availab
theoretical calculations~@12,22# and the present work!. This
contradiction between experimental half-life values and
different theoretical calculations seems to be quite comm
for the nuclei in this region@23#. This raises new demand
for further theoretical efforts, since half-lifes of neutron-ric
isotopes in the Fe region are important parameters for
cleosynthesisr-process calculations.
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